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Seamless and Universal

GPS Coverage Extension

SubWAVE™
for Mines
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GPS Coverage Extension to support
underground operations
Mining operations come with a set
of dangers and threats, especially
in
inhospitable
underground
environment.
To ensure workers safe and healthy
work conditions, technology is
of great help, particularly when it
comes to locating the assets in this
galleries maze.
But since those technologies
have been designed to address

specific use cases, multiple costly
deployments
complexify
the
monitoring and miss the point.
To keep mining operators from
investing in costly new equipment,
Syntony designed a solution
to extend GPS coverage to
underground mines: SubWAVE™.
Fully compatible with already
deployed GPS receivers in open

pits, SubWAVE™ addresses all the
underground location use cases at
once.
Available with several modes of
accuracy dedicated to specific
usage, the solution provides
a seamless extension of the
natural GPS coverage, enabling
homogenic
outdoor/indoor
monitoring, at optimized cost.

Mining automation
The mining sector is covered by
multiple challenges where teleremote operations is consistently
promoted.
In order to optimize operational
matters, Syntony GNSS helps
to increase very consequently
the accuracy that the operator
needs in any situation with distant
machines.
From collision avoidance to
accurate control for day-today activities, the SubWAVE™

technology enhances the precision
of each operation.
Its compatibility with existing
systems and infrastructure is
optimal and makes its integrity
possible with any of your current
machines and devices.
Furthermore, no blind zone
appears anymore thanks to the full
coverage of its GPS signal through
all equipped galleries.

Haulage & workforce tracking indoor/outdoor
The
SubWAVE™
technology
spreads the GPS signal all along
the indoor environment of the mine
and in perfect synchronization with
the outdoor GPS signal.

As the standard for worldwide geolocation,
GPS positioning is used everyday
in open pits with efficency,
but cannot reach underground exploitations.
With SubWAVE™, it has become available everywhere.

This seamless feature without
any delay, makes then possible
the tracking of all employees or
machines located either inside or
outside the mine.
Moreover, this technology leads
to embrace several use cases:

asset tracking, ore tracking, dump
tracking, global productivity.
The
full
compatibility
of
SubWAVE™ with all your current
infrastructure and machines makes
its installation fast and efficient.
Choose the SubWAVE™ system
in order to get control of all your
operations, both inside and
outside the mine.
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Ventilation-on-demand

Ventilation systems in mines are
crucial for the workers’ safety.
But since they cannot be located
with accuracy within mines, those
systems run 24 hours a day, just in
case there is someone in the area.
This default mode of operations
generates extra costs that can be
optimized. With SubWAVE™ GPS

Coverage Extension and the ability
to locate workers in the mine,
venting systems can be activated
only on demand, offering up to
25% operating costs saving.
Besides, if any malfunction of the
ventilation is spotted, workers in the
area can be immediately identified
and informed. With GPS-enabled

Indoor RTK for people and machines
positioning
location, maintenance workers
can be guided to malfunctioning
vents, enhancing the response
time and shortening the shutdown
of operations.

Similar to what is available outside to
enhance
standard
GPS
positioning
precision, Syntony GNSS developed a
specific augmentation software narrowing
down accuracy to meter-level.
The error budget encountered underground
is very specific to the environment and
antennas, and therefore we need to take
into account these specificities to achieve
high accuracy.

receivers, or on the centralized positioning
server, to optimize costs.
Once installed on the server-side, Syntony’s
Augmentation Software is provided with
raw GPS data from receivers and computes
their positions.
Management systems can monitor every
asset in the mine with a meter-level
precision, with the same receivers they
already use.

This feature can be deployed directly on the

SubWAVE™

SubWAVE™

with Augmentation Software
on Centralized Server

Compatibility with
standard GPS chipsets

Precision level

Typical Use cases

Decameter CEP*
- Emergency calls location
- Ventilation-on-demand
- Flow monitoring

Submeter CEP*
- Vehicles & machines guidance
- Autonomous driving

*CEP: Circular Error Probable
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They trust us

SubWAVE™ Main Benefits

Coordinating Safety Forces in entire
SubWAVE™ is a real-time GPS*
emulator providing signal in
facilities out-of-range from
natural GPS.
Using telecom network to
broadcast, SubWAVE™ emulates
GPS* signal matching real
coordinates, computable by
standard chipsets.
Since almost every portable device
has a GPS positioning feature,
SubWAVE™ allows majority
of trackers to keep working
underground.
Zone-based or continuous along a
path, SubWAVE™ enables efficient
positioning, everywhere.
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Extension of Universal technology
► Real-time

GPS* emulation
allowing continuity of GPS service where it cannot naturally get

► Seamless

transition between outdoor and underground
Receivers will not even notice they switched to Synthetic GPS

		Easy implementation
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► Use

of existing telecom infrastructure
GPS signal is broadcast through leaky feeders used for coms, or antennas

► Compatible

with existing equipment
P25, TETRA equipment, or even smartphones equipped with standard GPS chipset

Built to evolve with your requirements
► Software-defined-radio

architecture allowing remote updates
New GNSS constellations, algorithms enhancing precision, etc.

* SubWAVE™ is available with all other GNSS Constellations: Galileo, BeiDou, IRNSS NavIC, GLONASS, QZSS

Stockholm transportation network with GPS
To coordinate safety forces
action throughout Stockholm’s
transportation network, SL uses
GPS to position its teams on
ground. This positioning allows the
operator to call on the closest team
from an incident to intervene fast
and accordingly.
By providing real-time GPS
signals in stations and tunnels,

SubWAVE™ enables this use of
GPS underground as well.
It allows precise monitoring of
assets locations at all times, both
above and underground. Third
parties like Rescue Forces, or even
the public dialing an emergency
call benefit from this too, saving
precious lives, time, and money.

Enabling trucks platooning in road tunnels
by providing GPS signal underground
To develop truck platooning
technology, the “Tunnel du Mont
Blanc” operator needs GPS signal
to conduct tests in its facility. This
GPS feed will be used by trucks
to position themselves along
the tunnel and then be able to
add a vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
communication to get closer to
each other, forming a compact
autonomous line.

This technique will open the way
to autonomous driving protocols
based on GPS signal. Besides,
all users of the tunnel will benefit
from this test campaign, as GPS
is universal. Guidance services
and emergency call location will
be extended to the inside of the
tunnel, with common apps like
Google Maps or Waze.

Enabling PTC active management in depot
with poor GPS reception
Operations did not allow Amtrak
Hiawatha trains to select track and
be PTC active inside a depot due to
poor GPS signal.
This required the locomotive
to occupy main track in a nonenforceable PTC state and was not
FRA compliant.

SubWAVE™ solution has offered
the GPS coverage extension inside
the depot where GPS repeaters did
not work, allowing locomotives to
locate their position and be PTC
(positive train control) active to
meet safety standards.
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For more information

Visit our website:
syntony-gnss.com

Follow us:
Subscribe to
our newsletter

Syntony Offices

TO U LO U S E - PA R I S - N E W YO R K - S A N F R A N C I S C O - M O N T R E A L

France Relance supports the development of the
SubWAVE™ technology
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